Describe proposed course in one sentence; including campus sustainability
element
What specific skills will students learn? What knowledge will they gain?



What Sustainability Outcomes does your team want the students to achieve

LEAD FACULTY PARTNER:

CALL CHAMPION:

PROJECT NAME:

How will you know if students achieved Sustainability Outcomes?

-Increase student engagement in co-curricular activities around sustainability
-Increased faculty participation (ie. more Sustainability in the Classroom application; Sustainable City Year connections, Service
Learning contracts)
-Increased social media engagement: FB shares and comments; Twitter favorites and retweets
-Increased Students for Sustainability memberships
-Increased attendance at S-Day and Earth Day events
-Increased Facilities, M engagement through CALLS grant ideas
-Reduced water and energy use in Res Halls
-Reduced SOV trips
-Increased bus and train ridership
-Improved waste management streams
-Increase in move-out week collections/distributions/ diversions
-Increased funding for Sustainability
-Procurement and portfolio engagement
 Are they able to create visual deliverables that demonstrate that the research and data is correct and
E-portfolio (Portfolium, Weebly, Wordpress, Wix, SquareSpace)
How do we know if campus entities are contributing/ linking?
Feedback loops with client (s): is this the way you need to be represented?
Social media and website engagement (e.g. likes, comments, follows, retweets, shares, website visits)
Successful completion of course and learning more about sustainability initiatives on campus
How to measure this? What areas are important? Environment, equity, and economics

How will you know if this redesigned course is an improvement over the
current version? How will you measure?

Which activities can CALL program support?

Sometimes communications deadlines and academic timelines for students (midterms, project deadlines,
etc.) may be in conflict at crucial times.

CALL can help us focus the work of many so that individuals see their work in broader contexts, build partnerships, and expand
sustainable practices and learning opportunities

Student turnover in the course with long-term goals and projects will be a challenge.

CALL can help us to determine what other CSUs are doing; perhaps with campus visits or letting us know what opportunities
are out there to collaborate with other campuses. Though a website exists, there needs to be a more interactive way to get
campuses, specifically faculty, engaged with sustainability. Perhaps identifying non-traditional ways that we can incorporate
sustainability in the classroom (specifically in non-science courses).

Students will learn more about the promotion, marketing, advertising, and public relations involved in Sustainable SSU.


Are there mismatches between desired learning outcomes and
sustainability outcomes?
Potentially as pace of learning may lag behind operational needs and goals. We recognize that a course is
not a fully staffed public relations firm.

Use the course as a forum to increase student, faculty, and staff awareness and engagement with sustainability initiatives at
Sonoma State University.

Students will discover marketing and communication challenges and opportunities specific to the complex issues of sustainability,
climate change, and climate action in general and specifically at SSU





Coms 340 aligns with the CALL program objectives by pairing the Director of Sustainability with a faculty partner to use the
course to COMMUNICATE, EXPLAIN, & MARKET campus action and achievement to on-campus and community audiences.

Students will learn more about the sustainability efforts at Sonoma State University

The students will gain knowledge about what sustainability is and how Sonoma State is actively engaged in sustainability initiatives.

How does this proposed course align with CALL program objectives?

Overcoming Obstacles



Do you need to modify existing outcomes?

I don’t think so.

What is the team’s vision for the next year as part of the CALL redesign
program?
Redesign and launch the Sustainable SSU webpage
Create lamp post banners about Sustainable SSU and the “Do One Thing Today” campaign.
Market Sustainability Day and Earth Week/Day
Increase social media integration, design, and engagement
Paul and Emily will work together to set a 5-year timeline regarding Sustainable SSU and how to coordinate, promote, and
market sustainability initiatives and events on campus over that time frame
MAJOR CHALLENGE/GOAL. There are a lot of different entities on campus doing sustainability-related activities but there is
no one to bring those entities together in a cohesive effort to engage students, faculty, and staff.

Taking Action


What tasks/activities will the students perform?

Tabling, writing, creating, organizing, marketing, promoting, blogging, website design, promotional material design, communicating about sustainability, etc.


What role will facilities/sustainability officer have in redesign process and
course delivery?

Future Tasks
Designing the assignments


Structure of assignments (group/solo)



Sequencing of assignments



What kind of formative assessment/feedback along the way?



Background info needed to achieve goals of this course?

Paul will identify and help facilitate the relationship with sustainability entities on campus who are engaged in sustainability.

In-class assignments related to public relations/marketing skills; group client portfolio; solo digital portfolio; ungraded writing,
design, blogging, social media maintenance related to client of Sustainable SSU
Instructor: wants students to learn public relations methodologies while engaging with sustainability content and actors on
campus.
Facilities (or CLIENT): Wants marketing and public awareness around sustainability work/projects/ goals accomplished

Defining Criteria for Success


Characteristics of the finished product



How will you assess whether product demonstrates student learning?



Student feedback and engagement in the course (end-of-semester evaluations)
Student grades in the course


How will you assess whether students have addressed Sustainability
Outcomes?
How will you describe assignment to students?

The ‘Campus as a Living Lab’ Grant Program is a unique opportunity to
partner faculty and facilities management staff in using the campus as a
forum for the exploration of sustainability concepts and theories.



Tracking Success





Coms 340 will offer students hands-on experience learning about sustainability initiatives and events on campus while also helping to
promote and share those initiatives and events with students, faculty, and staff

Understand what sustainability is, how it impacts their lives, how it manifests on campus (or needs further manifestation); resulting in
effectively contributing to sustainability efforts by COMMUNICATING, EXPLAINING, & MARKETING campus action and achievement
to on-campus and community audiences



Connecting to CALL

CALL OBJECTIVE
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every semester and requires the introduction to public
relations course prior to enrollment. Since
SustainableSSU needed help with PR, marketing, and
communications around sustainability, it seemed to be a
good fit to pair with students in this course to help
address some of these issues.

University's campus. People use the word sustainability
but don't often know what it means or what efforts the
university is making to help support these goals.
Additionally, students would learn about sustainability as
a whole and learn practical skills in public relations,
which for many of them is the career they want to
pursue.
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